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(54) Title: A BROADCASTING SYSTEM

(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a method for

frequency tracking in a digital broadcasting system

comprising a pluraUty of broadcasting transmitter

stations (10) for transmitting a service to a mobile

broadcast receive (30). The method comprises the

steps of: transmitting, from a certain broadcasting

transmitter station (10), said service using a first central

frequency (fci); transmitting, from said certain broad-

casting transmitter station (10), information identifying

said cotain transmitter; transmitting, together with

said service, a list comprising transmitter identification

codes and associated alternative finequencies (fa, fa
fc4. fcs. fc6, fc?) on which said service is transmitted.

The method further comprises transmitting, in a first

directional sector from said certain broadcasting

transmitter station, a first transmitter identification code
(A); and transmitting, in a second directional sector

from said certain broadcasting transmitter station, a

second transmitter identification code (B), said second

transmitter identification code (B) differing from said

first transmitter identification code (A); wherein said

list associates said first transmitter identification code
(A) with a first set of alternative central frequencies

(fo; fo; Un\ and said list associates said second

transmitter identification code (B) with a second set

of alternative central finequencies (fa; fa; ^4), said

second set of alternative centtal finequencies (fa; fa;

fa) differing fi^m said first set of alternative central

frequencies (fa; fa; fa).
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A BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Technical Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a method for frequency tracking in a broadcasting

5 system. The invention also relates to a broadcasting transmitter station, and to a

broadcast receiver.

Description of Related Art

Broadcasting systems for providing wireless services comprise a plurality of

1 0 transmitters for enabling a mobile receiver to receive a selected service even if the

mobile receiver moves out of the area covered by one of the transmitters. Sometimes

the receiver may have to change reception frequency when leaving the coverage of

one transmitter and entering the coverage of another transmitter.

1 5 The RDS-system for FM radio is an example of a system for enabling automatic

frequency tracking. The Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) standard is another

example of a standardized system for broadcasting services.

The European Telecommunication Standard document ETS 300 401, May 1997,

2 0 second edition, issued by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute

(ETSI) describes a conceptual block diagram of the emission part of the DAB

system. Signals corresponding to a nxmiber of services, such as Audio Programme

Services and general data services, are provided to an Orthogonal Frequency

Division Multiplex (OFDM) signal generator providing a radio frequency signal.

2 5 The radio frequency signal is mixed with a Transmission Identification Information

signal so as to generate a DAB transmission signal having a Til signal indicative of

the transmitter.

WO 99/14874 describes a method and a device for change of reception frequency in

30 a digital audio broadcasting system receiver.
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Summary

The present invention relates to the problem of improving the performance of a

broadcasting system.

This problem is addressed by a method for frequency tracking in a digital

broadcasting system comprising a plurality of broadcasting transmitter stations for

transmitting a service to a mobile broadcast receiver;

the method comprising the steps of

:

transmitting, from a certain broadcasting transmitter station, said service

using a first central frequency;

transmitting, from said certain broadcasting transmitter station,

information identifying said certain transmitter;

transmitting, together with said service, a list comprising transmitter

identification codes and associated alternative frequencies on which said service is

transmitted. The method fiirther comprises the steps of

:

transmitting , in a first directional sector from said certain broadcasting

transmitter station, a first transmitter identification code; and

transmitting , in a second directional sector from said certain

broadcasting transmitter station, a second transmitter identification code, said second

transmitter identification code differing from said first transmitter identification

code; wherein

said Ust associates said first transmitter identification code with a first

set of alternative central frequencies, and

said list associates said second transmitter identification code with a

second set of alternative central frequencies, said second set of altemative central

frequencies differing from said first set of altemative central frequencies.
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This solution improves the perfonnance of the broadcasting system by enabling a

simplified procedm^ for frequency change in a mobile broadcast receiver. The

simplified procedure provides a reduced time duration for the firequency change,

thereby eliminating or reducing the risk for interruption of the service when the

mobile receiver moves from one ceU to another. In particular, the mobile broadcast

receiver will, on reception of the alternative frequency information, be informed

about the frequencies which are most likely to provide high performance reception

when the mobile receiver leaves the current frequency cell.

The provision of a unique identification code identifying, not only the transmitter,

but also the cell sector covered by the directionally transmitted signal provides, to a

mobile broadcast receiver, a geographic information about the position of the mobile

broadcast receiver in the relevant cell. This geographic information, indicating the

sector in the cell, may be used, by the mobile broadcast receiver, for establishing

the frequencies of the transmitters geographically located near the current cell sector.

In the digital broadcasting system, a broadcasting transmitter station neighbouring to

the certain broadcasting transmitter station in the general direction of the first

directional sector transmits said service using a central frequency selected from

among the first set of alternative central frequencies.

The above mentioned problem is also addressed by a broadcast receiver set up for

receiving a service; comprising

an antenna for receiving a digitally transmitted service from at least one

of a plurality of broadcasting transmitter stations;

an RF circuit, coupled to the antenna, for selection of a central

frequency to be received by the broadcast receiver for receiving said service, said

RF circuit having a control input for receiving a central frequency control signal;

a data processing unit coupled to the control input such that selection of

the central frequency to be received can be controlled by the data processing rniit;
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a demultiplexer unit coiq)led to the RF circuit for extracting service

identity information associated with said service, and for extracting information

about alternative central frequencies;

an extraction device for extracting a currentiy received transmitter

identification code;

a quality monitor for monitoring tiie quality of reception of the selected

service so as to initiate a frequency change when the monitored quality falls below a

certain threshold value. The data processing unit is capable of storing the

infonnation about alternative central frequencies such that a first transnutter

identification code is associated with a first set of altemative central frequencies, and

such that a second transmitter identification code is associated with a second set of

altemative central frequencies. Furthermore, the data processing unit co-operates

with the quahty monitor and the RF circuit so as to cause the broadcast receiver to

perform a quahty initiated frequency change to reception on a central frequency in

the first set when the currentiy received transnutter identification code is the first

transmitter identification code; and so as to cause the broadcast receiver to perform a

quahty initiated frequency change to reception on a central frequency in the second

set when the currentiy received transmitter identification code is the second

transmitter identification code.

This solution improves the performance of the broadcasting receiver by enabling a

simplified procediire for frequency change. The advantageous association of the TU

code with a limited mmiber of altemative frequencies, each having a high probabihty

ofproviding good reception quality, enables the receiver to find the selected service

quickly, thereby eliminating or reducing interruptions of the reception.

According to an embodiment of a method for automatic frequency tracking in a

mobile broadcast receiver set up for receiving a selected service; the method

comprises the steps of:
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receiving infonnation including a selected service from at least one of a

plurality of broadcasting transmitter stations using a first central frequency;

extracting service identity infonnation associated with said service;

extracting a list comprising transmitter identification codes and

associated altemative frequencies on which said service is transmitted;

extracting a currently received transmitter identification code;

monitoring the quality of reception on said first central frequency.

The method also comprises the step of using the list of altemative central

frequencies such that when one transmitter identification code is associated with one

altemative central frequency the broadcast receiver perfonns a frequency change to

reception on the altemative central frequency associated with the currently received

transmitter identification code when the monitored quality falls below a certain

direshold value.

This solution improves the performance of the broadcasting receiver by enabling a

simplified procedure for frequency change. The advantageous association of the Til

code vnfh the actual frequency to which the receiver should change, when the

reception quahty on the current central frequency deteriorates, provides a reduced

time duration for the frequency change and thereby the risk for interruptions of the

selected service is eliminated or reduced. In particular the search for a suitable

altemative reception frequency is avoided, thereby significantly reducing the

duration of tfie procedure for frequency change.

According to an embodiment the mobile broadcast receiver is adapted to use the

currently, or most recently, received Transmitter Identification Infonnation (Til) as a

key to a look-up table (LUT), the LUT comprising a plurality of frequencies used

for the relevant service. The LUT delivers the frequency of the closest broadcasting

transmitter station for the relevant service in response to the unique identification

code.
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An embodiment of the method for automatic frequency tracking in a mobile

broadcast receiver includes the steps of:

evaluating the list for establishing whether the received list includes a

single alternative central frequency or plural alternative central frequencies

associated with the current transmitter identification code;

perfomiing a frequency change so as to continue reception of the

selected service on the alternative central frequency when the Ust includes a single

alternative central frequency;

performing at least one test reception, when the list includes plural

alternative central frequencies, for evaluating the reception quality of the plural

alternative central frequencies so as to select an alternative central frequency

providing an acceptable reception quality. This embodiment advantageously

provides compatibiUty with transmitters of both types, the improved frequency

change being used when the receiver moves out of a cell wifli a transmitter sending

the list according to the invention

According to an embodiment of the broadcasting system a transmitter station uses a

common OFDM signal generator for delivering an OFDM signal s(t) to a plurality

of transmission imits. The provision of a plurahty of transmission units coupled to a

single OFDM signal generator reduces the costs of the improved system. In effect

the amount of electronic hardware and software is reduced, thereby reducing the

costs, since tihe same OFDM signal s(t) is used for all the transmission units instead

ofproviding separate OFDM signal generators for each transmission unit.

Brief Description of the Drawings

For simple understanding of the present invention, it will be described by means of

examples and with reference to the accompanying drawings, of which:
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Figxire 1 illustrates a geographic area in which a plurality of broadcasting transmitter

stations are provided.

Figure 2 illustrates an embodiment of a transmitter station.

Figure 3 illustrates a DAB transmission signal in the time domain, including a

Synchronization Channel.

Figure 4A is an example of a Synchronization Channel of Figure 3, illustrated in the

frequency domain.

Figure 4B is another example of a Synchronization Channel of Figure 3, illustrated

in the frequency domain.

Figure 4C illustrates an embodiment of the method of operation of the broadcasting

transmitter station of Figure 2.

Figure 5 is a more detailed illustration of a cell, as shown in Fig 1, having a

broadcasting transmitter station according to an embodiment of the invention.

Figure 6 is a block diagram of a broadcast receiver adapted for receiving the DAB

transmission signals, and capable of performing a simplified procedxu-e for frequency

change.

Figure 7 illustrates an embodiment of a procedure for frequency change during

reception of a service using a receiver as shown in Fig 6.

Figure 8 illustrates another embodiment of a procedure for frequency change during

reception of a service using a receiver as shown in Fig 6.
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Detailed Description ofEmbodiments

In the following description similar features in different embodiments will be

indicated by the same reference numerals.

Figure 1 illustrates a geographic area in which a plurality of broadcasting transmitter

stations 10 are provided. Each broadcasting transmitter station 10 transmits a radio

signal having a carrier frequency with a certain bandwidth. Each station 10 provides

radio coverage for a certain part 20 of the area, a so called cell 20. In a typical case

all the stations 10 provide the same service so that a mobile broadcast receiver 30

may move between the cells 20 while receiving the same radio service, i.e. without

losing the reception of the selected radio service.

Hence, a broadcast receiver 30 located in the area may be set to receive a broadcast

service provided by the broadcasting transmitter stations 10. The mobile receiver 30

will demodulate/decode the service from ±e broadcasting transmitter station 10

which provides the service with the best reception quality.

According to an embodiment of the invention the same service may be provided on

mutually different frequencies by two mutually adjacent cells 20. Hence, the mobile

receiver 30 will have to change reception frequency when moving out of one cell 20

and into another one, in order to maintain an iminterrupted reception of the selected

service.

For the pmpose of enabling automatic frequency tracking each broadcasting

transmitter station 10 transmits information indicative of an alternative frequency on

which said service is transmitted. The receiver 30 measures the quality of the

received service and when the quality is lower than a predetermined threshold value

the receiver 30 will perform a frequency transition procedure so as to switch the

reception over to the alternative frequency without interrupting the reception of the

service. This is described in further detail later in this document.
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Figure 2 illustrates an embodiment of a transmitter station 10. The transmitter station

10 includes inputs 40, 42, 44, 46, 48 for information to be transmitted. The input 40

may be an input for service information coupled to a service information assembler

50. The input 42, for analogue sound signals, is coupled to an A/D-converter and

MPEG-encoder 52. There may be several inputs 42 coupled to the MPEG-encoder

52. hiputs 44, 46, 48 are digital data inputs coupled to a packet multiplex assembler

54. The outputs of devices 50 52 and 54 are coupled to an main service multiplexer

60 which operates to deliver a serial digital output. The serial digital output,

constituting a Common Interleaved Frame (GIF) is delivered to an Orthogonal

Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) signal generator 70. The OFDM signal

generator 70 includes an RF-modulator . Also connected to the OFDM signal

generator 70 is a synchronization channel symbol generator 80, and a Fast

Information Block assembler 82.

The OFDM signal generator 70, on its output 90, delivers a radio frequency (RF)

signal s(t). According to embodiments of the invention the OFDM signal s(t) is

delivered to a plurality of transmission units 100. In the embodiment illustrated in

Fig. 2 the OFDM signal s(t) is delivered to three different transmission units lOOA,

lOOB and lOOC, respectively.

Each transmission unit 100 includes a device 1 10 for mixing the radio frequency

signal s(t) with a Transmission Identification Information signal SynCt) so as to

generate a DAB transmission signal SdabCO. The transmission unit lOOA includes a

first Til signal generator 120A providing a first Transmission Identification

Information signal StiiaO) comprising a first identity code TII^.

The DAB transmission signal SdabaCO is amplified by a pov^er amplifier 130A and

the resulting signal is deUvered to a directive antenna 140A. In the same manner the

transmission unit lOOB delivers a DAB transmission signal SdabbCO to another
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directive antenna 1403; and transmission unit lOOC delivers a DAB transmission

signal SdabcW to a directive antenna 140C. The transmission signals SdabaCI),

SdabbO) and SoABcCt) are synchronized with respect to time and frequency, i.e. the

signals are identical except for the TD code.

The DAB transmission signal SoABACt), delivered by the device 1 lOA, is a time

divided signal. Figure 3 illustrates the signal SdabaCO ^ the time domain. The signal

comprises a sequence of frames 150 corresponding to the juxtaposition in time of a

Synchronization Channel 160, a Fast Information Channel (FIC) 170, and a Main

Service Channel (MSC) 180. The duration of the transmission frame 150 is denoted

byTp.

Each transmission frame 150 is divided into a sequence ofOFDM symbols, each

symbol comprising a munber of carriers. The Synchronization Channel 160

comprises the Transmitter Identification Information TII, as mentioned above, and as

described in European Telecommunication Standard document ETS 300 401, May

1997, second edition, the content of which is hereby incorporated by reference.

Figure 4A is an example of the Synchronization Channel 160, illustrated in the

frequency domain. The Synchronization Channel 160 comprises a first identity code

TIIa- The first identity code TIIa comprises a number of carriers having a unique

combination of frequencies. The frequency combination of the earners may be used

for identifying the transmission unit lOOA, lOOB, lOOC. The carrier frequency

combination shown m Fig 4A may for example constitute the first identity code TIIa

delivered by the first TII signal generator 120A in Fig 2. In a corresponding manner

the carrier frequency combination shown in Fig 4B may constitute the identity code

TIIb delivered by the TII signal generator 120B in Fig 2.

Figure 4C illustrates an embodiment of the method of operation of the broadcasting

transmitter station 10. In a first step S 10 the service data is received via input 40, 42,
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44, 46 and/or 48. In a step S15 there is generated data for indicating to a receiver the

alternative central frequencies on which the service is available. This data is

introduced into tiie DAB signal by the FIB assembler 82 (See Fig. 2). This data

includes information for enabling a receiver to recognise a plurality of Til codes, and

information for correlating an individual TII code with a single alternative central

frequency, as described in connection with Table 1 below. This generated data is

included in the Fast Information Block, which is included in the FIC 170 (Fig 3).

The received data from inputs 40-48 and the Tll/frequency information is encoded (

step S20), as described above, so as to provide an OFDM signal. The OFDM signal

s(t) is delivered (step S30) to a plurality of transmission units 100, e.g. to three

different transmission units lOOA, lOOB and lOOC, as illustrated in Fig. 4C and in

Fig. 2.

In the subsequent step S40 a plurahty of mutually different TII codes are added to

the OFDM signal s(t) in the different transmission units lOOA, lOOB and lOOC so as

to generate mutually different, but time synchronized and frequency synchronized,

DAB transmission signals SDABA(t), SDABB(t), SDABc(t). The resulting DAB

transmission signals SDABA(t), SDABB(t), SDABc(t) are delivered (step S50) to mutually

different directive anteimae 140, each directive antenna being set up to cover a part

of the same cell 20 (Fig 5).

In this manner a transmitter station 10 having one OFDM signal generator 70

coupled to a plurality of transmission units 100 and a plurality of directive antennae

140 is capable of deUvering a service via DAB transmission signals SDAB(t) such

that a simplified procedure for frequency change is enabled in a mobile broadcast

receiver. The directive antennae 140 which are coupled to the one OFDM signal

generator 70 are mounted geographically near the OFDM signal generator 70 such

that the directive antennae 140 cover different, or only partially overlapping.
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portions of the geographic area around the position of the OFDM signal generator

70.

The DAB transmission signal SoABACt) includes data defining a list of alternative

fi'equencies on which the same service is available, as mentioned above. According

to an embodiment of the invention each transmission imit lOOA, lOOB, lOOC

transmits a list comprising a service identifier SI, associated TII codes and

altemative fi^equencies on which said identified service is transmitted. The list may

comprise one or several alternative frequencies. An example of such information is

illustrated in Table 1 below.

According to an embodiment of the invention the transmitted list comprises a

plurality of altemative central frequencies on which said identified service SI is

transmitted; wherein each TII code is associated with only one altemative frequency.

The reduction of the number of altematives related to one TII code has the

advantageous effect of enabling a faster and more eflBcient frequency transition

procedure. This will be fiirther described with reference to Figures 7 and 8 below.

Figure 5 is a more detailed iUustration of a cell 20, as shown in Fig 1, having a

broadcasting transmitter station 10 according to an embodiment of the invention.

The depicted cell is here referred to as cell 200, and the adjacent cells are denoted

210, 220, 230, 240, 250 and 260. The broadcasting transmitter station 10 comprises

six transmission units coupled to directive antennae 140A, 1406, 140C, 1400, 140E

and 140F, respectively, so as to provide an individual Tll-code for each cell

segment bordering to an adjacent cell 20. The Tll-codes are illustrated by capital

letters A, B,C, D, E and F in Fig 5. The transmitter station 10 shown in Fig 5

transmits a selected radio service SI on a first central frequency fci.

The cell 210 which is adjacent to cell segment A of cell 200 delivers the selected

radio service SI on a second central frequency fc2, deviating from the first central
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frequency fci. In the same manner that radio service SI is provided by transmitters

operating on central frequencies fc4, fc5> fc6 and fc? in the adjacent cells 220, 230,

240, 250 and 260, respectively.

5 The transmitter 10, operating on central frequency feu in cell 200 delivers a list of

Til codes and associated adjacent central frequencies fc2, fc3 *C4, fcs, fee and fc?. The

Ust may be used as a look up table (LUT) as illustrated in table 1 below.

Service Received Tll-code Alternative frequency

SI A fc2

SI B fc3

SI C fc4

SI D fc5

SI E fc6

SI F fc7

10 Table 1

Figure 6 is a block diagram of a broadcast receiver 30 adapted for receiving the

DAB transmission signals SoAeCt), and capable of performing a simplified procedure

for frequency change.

15

The receiver 30 comprises an antenna 3 10 coupled to an RF demodulator 320. The

output of the RF demodulator 320 is coupled to a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) unit

330, operating to deliver a stream of data on a first output 335 coupled to a Viterbi

decoder 340. The FFT-imit 330 also includes a Til signal extracting device 345

2 0 operating to deUver the currently received transmitter identification code TU on a

second output 348.
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The Viterbi decoder 340 has a first output 350 for delivering data to a Demultiplexer

360. The Demultiplexer 360 has one or several user data outputs 370 for delivering

data corresponding to that described in connection with devices 50, 52 and 54 above.

The user data may be treated by dedicated circuitry 380 so as produce audio signals

5 suitable for dehvery to a loudspeaker 390, and/or so as to produce signals suitable

for delivery to a display unit 392. Hence, a user may enjoy a selected service

received via the loudspeaker 390 and/or the display unit 392.

The Demultiplexer 360 also has a second output 400 for delivering the data received

10 via the FIC 170. This data is referred to as Fast Information Block (FIB), and it

includes the information about alternative central fi-equencies and associated TII-

codes. The output 400 is coupled to a data processing unit 410 via a data bus 420.

The data processing unit 410 is also coupled to a read/write memory 430 via a data

1 5 bus 440. The read/write memory 430 may be used for storing and maintaining a

database including a Look Up Table (LUT) as discussed in connection with Table 1

above.

A non-volatile memory 450 is provided with a computer program for causing the

2 0 data processing unit 4 10 to perform the method steps described below. The non-

volatile memory 450 is coupled to the data processing unit 410 via a databus 460.

According to an embodiment the data processing unit 410 is coupled to receive data

error information from a second output 470 of the Viterbi decoder 340.

25

The data processing unit 410 is also coupled to a control input 480 of the RF

demodulator 320 such that selection of the central frequency to be received can be

controlled by the data processing unit 410. The data processing unit 410 is also

coupled to the output 348 of the Til signal extracting device 345 such that the

30 currently received transmitter identification code Til can be monitored frequently.
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According to an embodiment the data processing imit 410 frequently reads the

transmitter identification code TD from output, and the value is stored in a memory

location 428 ofmemory 430. In this manner the last received TII will be memorized

so that it can be used for information about the last known position of the receiver in

case the reception signal is lost.

Figure 7 illustrates an embodiment of a procedure for frequency change during

reception of a service using a receiver as shown in Fig 6. It is assumed that the

receiver has been set for reception of a selected service on a first central frequency

fci when the illustrated procedure starts.

In a step S510 the receiver 30 receives frames 150, as described above. In step S520

the FIB data is extracted by the demultiplexor 360, and the data relating to

alternative frequencies (compare step S15 above ) is extracted. A Look Up Table

(LUT) is generated, and the LUT is stored in the memory 430.

The reception quality is monitored, and the detected quality value is compared to a

quality threshold value (step S540). As long as the detected quality value is above

the quality threshold value the receiver 30 will keep receiving frames on the same

central frequency (step S550), which means that the procedure will be repeated from

step S5 10 as described above. Ifthe detected quality value is below the quality

threshold value the receiver will proceed with step S560.

In step S560 the current TII code will be read by processor 410. The current TD code

will usually be the TD code currently being received, but it may also be a stored

copy of TII code last received, such that if the reception is suddenly interrupted the

receiver will have a copy of the last received TII code. When the receiver 30 is

located as illustrated in Fig 5 this means that the processor will read TII code B.

Using the code B as key to the LUT, the processor 410 then proceeds to identify the

alternative frequency fc3 (step S570). Then processor 410 sends an instruction to
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the control input 480 so as to set the RF demodulator 320 for reception of the

selected service on the alternative central frequency fc3 (step S580). Thereafter the

procedure is repeated from step S5 10, but now receiving the selected service on

central frequency fcs. In this manner a quick and efiScient frequency change is

5 obtained.

According to an embodiment of the invention steps S540 and S550 include analysis

of an error rate on the data dehvered by output 470 of the Viterbi decoder 340 (See

Fig 6). The quality threshold value is selected such that the processor 410 vnll effect

10 a frequency change when the error rate on the data delivered by output 470 indicates

that a higher error rate would cause errors detectable on the user data output 370.

According to another embodiment steps S540 and S550 include analysis of the field

strength of the carriers in the Synchronization Channel 160. Figure 4B illustrates

1 5 received carriers having a lower field strength than the received carriers illustrated in

Fig 4A. The received carrier field strength is compared with a field strength

threshold value according to that embodiment of step S550.

According to yet another embodiment, steps S540 and S550 include an analysis of a

20 carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N ratio), i.e. an analysis of the relation between the desired

signal level and the inherent noise level. Another embodiment includes an analysis

of the carrier-to-interference ratio (C/I ratio). The Cfl ratio and the C/N ratio

analysis is based on the signals on the antenna input. The monitoring of the

reception quality of the selected service may also include a combination of these

25 measures.

In the foregoing it has been assimied that a receiver is used in areas where the

transmitters provide lists v^th a single altemative frequency associated with each Til

code, as illustrated in Table 1. According to another embodiment of the DAB
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broadcasting system, however, some , or all, transmitters provide lists including

several alternative frequencies associated with a single Til code (see Table 2 below).

Service Received Tll-code Alternative frequencies

SI A

SI B

SI C fo; fc4; fc5

SI D fc4; fc5; ^06

SI E fc5; fc6; ^C?

SI F fc6; fc7;

Table 2

In the embodiment illustrated by Table 2 each of the directional antennae

transmitting on a certain frequency will indicate a subset of alternative frequencies

so as to maximise the probability of indicating a frequency with a good reception

quality.

Figure 8 illustrates another embodiment of a procedure for frequency change

during reception of a service using a receiver as shown in Fig 6. It is assumed that

the receiver has been set for reception of a selected service on a first central

frequency fci when the illustrated procedure starts. In the Fig 8 embodiment the

selected service is received in the normal manner, as illustrated by step S600. Hence,

step S600 may involve the above described method steps S510, S520, S530, S540,

and the reception quality is continuously monitored (S610) in any of the above

mentioned manners.

If the reception quality falls below an acceptable level the processor 410 will use the

received current Til code for reading the content of the "alternative frequencies"

data field, illustrated in table 2, for information about alternative frequencies (S620),
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and thereafter the receiver will test reception on one or several of the indicated

alternative frequencies (S630).

An alternative which provides a good reception quality will be selected (S640), and

5 the procedure continues with step S600 again. If, on the other hand, none ofthe

alternative frequencies according to the list provides a good reception quality the

receiver will instead proceed with step S650.

In step S650 the receiver will scan all frequencies in search for a service of the

1 0 selected type (e.g. SI). When a signal has been found the receiver will proceed v^th

the reception quahty evaluation according to step S630.

According to another embodiment the receiver is set up to operate in the most

efficient manner whether the transmitter delivers one or several altemative

frequencies. In order to obtain that objective, the computer program in memory 450

(Fig. 6) causes the processing imit 410 to evaluate the content of the "altemative

frequencies" data field for establishing whether the data field associated with the

current transmitter identification code includes plural altemative central frequencies

or a single altemative central frequency. When the list includes a single altemative

central frequency (fez), the data processing unit 410, directed by the program, causes

the RF circuit (320) to perform a frequency change so as to continue reception of the

selected service on that central frequency; and when the "altemative frequencies"

data field includes plural altemative central frequencies (fc2, fc3 fc4, fcs, fee, fc?), the

data processing imit (410) is set up to cause the RF circuit (320) to perform at least

one test reception (S630), for evaluation of the reception quality so as to select

(S610) an altemative central frequency providing an acceptable reception quality.

15

20

25
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Claims

1. A method for frequency tracking in a digital broadcasting system comprising a

plurality of broadcasting transmitter stations (10) for transmitting a service to a

mobile broadcast receiver (30);

the method comprising the steps of

:

transmitting, from a certain broadcasting transmitter station (10), said

service using a first central frequency (fci);

transmitting, from said certain broadcasting transmitter station (10),

information identifying said certain transmitter;

transmitting, together with said service, a list comprising transmitter

identification codes and associated alternative frequencies (fc2, fc3 fc4, fcs, fc6, fc?)

on which said service is transmitted;

characterized by

transmitting , in a first directional sector from said certain broadcasting

transmitter station, a first transmitter identification code (A); and

transmitting , in a second directional sector from said certain

broadcasting transmitter station, a second transmitter identification code (B), said

second transmitter identification code (B) diflfering from said first transmitter

identification code (A); wherein

said list associates said first transmitter identification code (A) with a

first set of alternative central frequencies (fc2; fca; fc?), and

said list associates said second transmitter identification code (B) with a

second set of alternative central frequencies (fc2; fcs; fc4), said second set of

alternative central frequencies (fca; fc3; fc4) differing from said first set of alternative

central frequencies (fc2; fca; fc?)-

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that
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said first set of alternative central fi-equencies is limited to a single

alternative central frequency (fo).

3. The method according to 2, characterized by

transmitting, from a second broadcasting transmitter station located

within an extension (210) of said first directional sector from said certain

broadcasting transmitter station (10), said service using said one alternative central

frequency (fc2).

4. The method according to any of claims 1, 2 or 3, characterized by

generating, in said certain broadcasting transmitter station (10), a radio

frequency signal comprising said service and said list;

delivering said radio frequency signal to a plurality of transmission imits

(100);

adding mutually different transmitter identification codes (A, B, C) to

said radio frequency signal in the mutually different transmission units (lOOA, lOOB,

lOOC) so as to generate a plurality of transmission signals (Sdaba, Sdabb, Sdabc)

being substantially identical except for the transmitter identification code;

transmitting said plurality of transmission signals (Sdaba* Sdabb, Sdabc)

in mutually different directions.

5. The method according to 1, further comprising the steps of:

receiving, in said mobile broadcast receiver (30), information including

a selected service from at least one of a pliu^ality of broadcasting transmitter stations

(10) using a first central frequency (fci);

extracting service identity information (SI) associated with said service;

extracting a list comprising transmitter identification codes (A, B,C, D,

E, F) and associated alternative frequencies (fc2, fc3 fc4, fc5, fc6, fc?) on which said

service is transmitted;

extracting a currently received transmitter identification code (TU);
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monitoring the quality of reception on said first central frequency (fci);

and

using the list of alternative central frequencies (fc2, fc3 fc4, fcs, fas, fc?)

such that

when the monitored quality falls below a threshold value and the

currently received transmitter identification code (A) is associated with the first set

of alternative central frequencies {fcil fcsl fc?) the broadcast receiver (30) performs a

test reception using said first set of alternative central frequencies (fc2; fcs; fc?); and

when the monitored quality falls below the threshold value and the

currently received transmitter identification code (B) is associated with the second

set of alternative central frequencies (fcil fca; fc4) the broadcast receiver (30)

performs a test reception using said second set of alternative central frequencies.

6. The method according to 2, fiirther comprising the steps of:

receiving, in said mobile broadcast receiver (30), information including

a selected service from at least one of a plm^ity of broadcasting transmitter stations

(10) using a first central frequency (fci);

extracting service identity information (SI) associated with said service;

extracting a list comprising transmitter identification codes and

associated alternative frequencies (fc2, fc3 fc4, fcs, fc6, fc?) on which said service is

transmitted;

extracting a currently received transmitter identification code (TU);

monitoring the quality of reception on said first central frequency (fci);

and

using the list of altemative central frequencies (fc2, fc3 fc4, fcs, fc6, fc?)

such that when one transmitter identification code (A) is associated with one

altemative central frequency (fc2) the broadcast receiver (30) performs a frequency

change to reception on the altemative central frequency (fc2) associated with the

currently received transmitter identification code (A) when the monitored quality

falls below a certain threshold value.
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7. The method according to claim 6, characterized by the steps of:

evaluating (S590) the hst for establishing whether the received list

includes a single alternative central frequency (fc2) or plural alternative central

frequencies (fc2, fc3 fc4, fcs, fc6, fc?) associated with the current transmitter

identification code;

performing a frequency change so as to continue reception of the

selected service on the alternative central frequency (fca) when the list includes a

single altemative central frequency (fcs);

performing at least one test reception (S600), when the list includes

plural altemative central frequencies (fc2, fc3 fc4, fc5, fc6, fc?), for evaluating the

reception quality of the plural altemative central frequencies (fc2, fc3 fc4, fcs, fc6, fc?)

so as to select (S610) an altemative central frequency providing an acceptable

reception quality.

8. A broadcasting transmitter station (10) for digitally transmitting a service to a

mobile broadcast receiver (30), comprising:

means (40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 60, 70) for transmitting a service

using a first central frequency (fci);

means (82, 70) for transmitting service identity information (SI)

together with said service;

means (120) for transmitting information identifying said transmitter;

means (82, 70) for transmitting, together wi& said service, a list

comprising transmitter identification codes and associated altemative frequencies

(fc2, fc3 fc4, fc5> fc6, fc?) ou which said service is transmitted;

characterized by

means (120A, 140A) for transmitting , in a fiirst directional sector from

said certain broadcasting transmitter station, a first transmitter identification code

(A); and
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means (120B, HOB) for transmitting , in a second directional sector

from said certain broadcasting transmitter station, a second transmitter identification

code (B), said second transmitter identification code (B) differing from said first

transmitter identification code (A); wherein

said means (82, 70) for transmitting said list is set up to associate said

first transmitter identification code (A) with a first set of alternative central

frequencies (fc2; fca; fc?), and

said means (82, 70) for transmitting said list is set up to associate said

second transmitter identification code (B) with a second set of alternative central

frequencies (fc2; fcsl fc4), said second set of alternative central frequencies (fczl fca;

fc4) differing from said first set of alternative central frequencies (fc2; fca; fc?)-

9. The broadcasting transmitter station (10) according to claim 8, wherein

said means (82, 70) for transmitting said list is set up to associate said

first transmitter identification code (A) with a single alternative central frequency

(fc2).

10. A broadcast receiver (30) set up for receiving a service; comprising

an anterma for receiving a digitally transmitted service from at least one

of a plurality of broadcasting transmitter stations (10);

an RF circuit (320), coupled to the antenna, for selection of a central

frequency (fci) to be received by the broadcast receiver (30) for receiving said

service, said RF circuit having a control input (480) for receiving a central frequency

control signal;

a data processing unit (410) coupled to the control input (480) such that

selection ofthe central frequency to be received can be controlled by the data

processing unit;

a demultiplexer unit (360) coupled to the RF circuit (320) for extracting

service identity information (SI) associated with said service, and for extracting

information about alternative central frequencies (fc2, fc3 fc4, fc5, fc6, fc?);
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an extraction device (345) for extracting a currently received transmitter

identification code (TII);

a quality monitor (340, 470, 410) for monitoring tiie quality of reception

of the selected service so as to initiate a fi-equency change when the monitored

5 quality falls below a certain threshold value;

characterized in that

the data processing unit (410) is capable of storing the information

about alternative central fi-equencies such that a first transmitter identification code

(A) is associated v^th a first set of alternative central fi*equencies (fc2; fo; fc?), and

1 0 such that a second transmitter identification code (B) is associated with a second set

of alternative central fi-equencies (fc2l fc3; fc4); wherein

the data processing unit (410) co-operates with the quality monitor and

the RF circuit (320) so as to cause the broadcast receiver (30) to perform a quality

initiated frequency change to reception on a central frequency in the first set (fc2;

15 fc3; fc?) when the currentiy received transmitter identification code is the first

transmitter identification code (A); and so as to cause the broadcast receiver (30) to

perform a quality initiated frequency change to reception on a central frequency in

the second set (fcil fca; fc4) when the currentiy received transmitter identification

code is the second transmitter identification code (B).

20

1 1. The broadcast receiver according to claim 10, characterized in that:

the data processing unit (410) is set up to evaluate (S590) the list for

establishing whether die received list includes a single alternative central frequency

(fc2) or plural altemative central frequencies (fca, fc3 fc4, fcs, fa, fc?) associated with

25 the current transmitter identification code, such that

when the list includes a single altemative central frequency (fca), the

data processing unit (410) is set up to cause the RF circuit (320) to perform a

frequency change so as to continue reception ofthe selected service on that central

frequency (fca); and such that
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when the list includes plural alternative central frequencies (fo, fc3 fc4,

fc5, fc6, fc?), the data processing unit (410) is set up to cause ±e RF circuit (320) to

perform at least one test reception (S630), for evaluation of the reception quality so

as to select (S610) an alternative central frequency providing an acceptable reception

5 quality.
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